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ABSTRACT
Context. High contrast imaging enables the determination of orbital parameters for substellar companions (planets, brown dwarfs)
from the observed relative astrometry and the estimation of model and age-dependent masses from their observed magnitudes or
spectra. Combining astrometric positions with radial velocity gives direct constraints on the orbit and on the dynamical masses
of companions. A brown dwarf was discovered with the VLT/SPHERE instrument at the Very Large Telescope (VLT) in 2017,
which orbits at ∼ 11 au around HD 206893. Its mass was estimated between 12 and 50MJ from evolutionary models and its
photometry. However, given the significant uncertainty on the age of the system and the peculiar spectrophotometric properties
of the companion, this mass is not well constrained.
Aims. We aim at constraining the orbit and dynamical mass of HD 206893 B.
Methods. We combined radial velocity data obtained with HARPS spectra and astrometric data obtained with the high contrast
imaging VLT/SPHERE and VLT/NaCo instruments, with a time baseline less than three years. We then combined those data
with astrometry data obtained by Hipparcos and Gaia with a time baseline of 24 years. We used a Markov chain Monte Carlo
approach to estimate the orbital parameters and dynamical mass of the brown dwarf from those data.
Results. We infer a period between 21 and 33 yr and an inclination in the range 20− 41◦ from pole-on from HD 206893 B relative
astrometry. The RV data show a significant RV drift over 1.6 yr. We show that HD 206893 B cannot be the source of this observed
RV drift as it would lead to a dynamical mass inconsistent with its photometry and spectra and with Hipparcos and Gaia data.
An additional inner (semimajor axis in the range 1.4 − 2.6 au) and massive (∼ 15MJ) companion is needed to explain the RV
drift, which is compatible with the available astrometric data of the star, as well as with the VLT/SPHERE and VLT/NaCo
nondetection.
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1. Introduction
Owing to their wide separations from their host stars
(> 20 au), dynamical masses of directly imaged planet and
brown dwarf (BD) companions are difficult to measure.
Thus, most of the current mass estimates for these compan-
ions rely on evolutionary models. These models still require
qualibration, especially at young ages. Such calibrations can
be performed using systems for which the companion mass
is independently measured.
Indirect measurements of the host star can also provide
important constraints on companion properties. In partic-
ular, measuring the radial velocity (RV) of a host star en-
ables measurement or at least a constraint on the dynami-
cal mass, Mc sin i, of a companion. Calissendorff & Janson
(2018), Snellen & Brown (2018), and Dupuy et al. (2019)
demonstrated that Hipparcos and Gaia measurements of
? HARPS run 089.C-0739(A), 192.C-0224(C), 099.C-0205(A),
098.C-0739(A) and 1101.C-0557(A)
?? SPHERE run 096.C-0388, 097.C-0865(D) and 099.C-
0708(A).
??? Gaia Collaboration et al. (2018)
the proper motion of a host star can also be used to better
constrain the dynamical mass of its companion .
HD 206893 is a nearby F5V star, located at 40.81+0.11−0.11pc
(Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018). Zuckerman & Song (2004)
estimated an age between 0.2 and 2 Gyr, which was later
refined to 250+450−200 Myr by Delorme et al. (2017) using
Desidera et al. (2015) method. Additional characteristics
of the stars are presented in Table 1.
Milli et al. (2017) discovered a BD companion around
HD 206893 via direct imaging using the High-contrast Ex-
oplanet REsearch (SPHERE) instrument (Beuzit et al.
2008) and the NaCo instruments at the Very Large Tele-
scope (VLT). The companion has a projected separation
of 270 mas (11 au). The star also appears to host a barely
resolved disk inclined by 40± 10◦ from pole-on. From their
data taken in 2015-2016, Milli et al. (2017) estimated a pe-
riod of ∼ 37 yr, in the case of low eccentricity, and the mass
of the companion from models in the range 24 to 73 MJ,
for a corresponding age in the range 0.2 to 2 Gyr. Using
these data and VLT/SPHERE epochs taken in 2016, De-
lorme et al. (2017) refined the orbital parameters, finding a
period P of ∼ 27 yr and massMc between 12 and 50 MJ for
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Parameter Value Ref
V (mag) 6.67 Tycho-21
B − V (mag) 0.44 Tycho-21
Parallax (mas) 24.51± 0.06 Gaia DR22
µα (mas/yr) 93.78± 0.09 Gaia DR22
µδ (mas/yr) 0.016± 0.08 Gaia DR22
M∗ (M) 1.32± 0.02 Delorme3
i∗ (◦) 30± 5 Delorme3
Teff (K) 6500± 100 Delorme3
Age (Myr) 250+450−200 Delorme
3
RV (km s−1) −12.45 Gaia DR22
V sin i (km s−1) 29 This work
logRHK −4.65± 0.02 This work
Table 1: HD 206893 stellar parameters. 1 Høg et al. (2000),
2 Gaia Collaboration et al. (2018), 3 Delorme et al. (2017)
a corresponding age in the range 50− 700 Myr. As the age
of the system is poorly known, the estimated mass of HD
206893 B, derived from brightness-mass relations, is still
poorly constrained.
We report on the High Accuracy Radial velocity Planet
Searcher (HARPS) observations of HD 206893, which reveal
an RV drift and two new VLT/SPHERE datasets. The data
are presented in Section 2, and the analysis of the RV is pre-
sented in Section 3. In Section 4 we use high contrast direct
imaging observations to constrain the orbit of HD 206893
B. In Section 5 we combine high contrast direct imaging
and RV observations to constrain the orbit and dynamical
mass of HD 206893 B. In Section 6 we combine high con-
trast direct imaging, RVs, and proper motion data of the
host star from Hipparcos and Gaia (presented in Section
2.3) to fully constrain the system. Finally, we discuss our
results in Section 7.
2. Data
2.1. Radial velocities
HD 206893 was observed over a 1.6 year timespan, between
October 2016 and May 2018 with HARPS (La Silla, ESO)
(Mayor et al. 2003), as part of our Young Nearby Stars sur-
vey (YNS; Lagrange et al. (2013)). A total of 66 spectra
were obtained with a sun altitude below −10 degrees. We
use our Spectroscopic data via analysis of the Fourier In-
terspectrum RVs. (SAFIR) software (Galland et al. 2005) to
compute the RVs, which are shown in Figure 1a.
2.2. Direct imaging astrometry
In this paper, we used all epochs obtained for HD 206893
with VLT/SPHERE in Infra-Red Dual Imaging and Spec-
trograph (IRDIS) mode and with VLT/NaCo. Milli et al.
(2017) obtained the first epochs in 2015 and 2016. Then,
as part of the The SpHere INfrared survey for Exoplanets
(SHINE) survey (Chauvin et al. 2017), HD 206893 was ob-
served with SPHERE in September 2016, whose results are
reported in Delorme et al. (2017). Finally, HD 206893 was
observed two more times with SPHERE in 2017, as part of
the follow-up of the SPHERE High-Angular Resolution De-
bris Disk Survey (SHARDDS; Milli et al. (2017)), and in
2018, as part of the SHINE survey.
Date Instrument Separation Position angle
and filter (mas) (◦)
2015-Oct-04 SPHERE H 270.4± 2.6 69.95± 0.55
2016-Aug-08 NaCo L’ 268.8± 10.4 61.6± 1.9
2016-Sep-16 SPHERE K1/K2 265± 2 62.25± 0.1
2017-Jul-14 SPHERE H 260.3± 2 54.2± 0.4
2018-Jun-20 SPHERE H2/H3 249.11± 1.6 45.5± 0.37
Table 2: Astrometry: separation and position angle of HD
206893 B.
The data were reduced and calibrated as described in
Maire et al. (2016) and Delorme et al. (2017). Table 2 sum-
marizes the observational set up and the measured positions
of the companion. The companion positions are presented
in Figure 1b. The last epoch shows a curvature of the trajec-
tory, which is promising for further orbital characterization
of the companion.
2.3. Hipparcos and Gaia proper motion
Proper motion and position measurements for HD 206893
are available from both the Hipparcos (van Leeuwen 2007)
and Gaia (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018) missions, with a
time baseline of 24 years between the two missions.
Hipparcos and Gaia probe the position of the photocen-
ter of the system, which is not the same as the barycenter of
the system. Once corrected from the difference in position
of the star induced by the companion, the proper motion
deduced from the difference of position between Hipparcos
and Gaia measurements corresponds to the proper motion
of the barycenter of the system. The difference between the
proper motion as measured by Hipparcos and Gaia and the
barycenter proper motion provides information on the vari-
ation of the tangential velocity over the duration of both
datasets (two years for Hipparcos, more than two years for
Gaia).
These measurements thus constrain both the orienta-
tion of the orbit and the dynamical mass of the companion
because the impact of the companion on the proper mo-
tion of the star should be within the uncertainties of the
measurements. Snellen & Brown (2018) and Dupuy et al.
(2019) have provided an example of such constraints gained
by combining Hipparcos and Gaia measurements with di-
rect imaging and RV constraints for the planet β Pic b.
µRA σRAµ µ
DEC σDECµ
(mas/yr) (mas/yr)
Hipparcos 93.6 0.66 0.4 0.37
Hipparcos-Gaia 94.21 0.02 0.17 0.014
Gaia 93.8 0.1 −0.11 0.09
Table 3: Hipparcos-2 and Gaia DR2 proper motion and
proper motion deduced from the difference of position.
Both the Hipparcos and Gaia five-parameter solutions
are well behaved for HD 206893 (see Appendix D.1). We
present the proper motion measured by Hipparcos and Gaia
and the proper motion deduced from the difference of po-
sition in Table 3.
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Fig. 1: Left : HARPS RV variations of HD 206893 over a 700 day period, Top right corner : Zoom on short-term variations.
Right : Position of HD 206893 B relative to the host star, as measured with VLT/SPHERE and VLT/NaCo at different
epochs
3. Radial velocity analysis
The RVs show a strong dispersion due to high frequency
variations (hereafter HF). In addition, a linear trend is
clearly present (see Figure 1).
The HF variations seem to have periods slightly less
than one day (see Figure 1a), which is consistent with the
photometric variations reported in Delorme et al. (2017).
Given the star’s spectral type of F5V, the variations could
a priori either be due to pulsations or spots. The bisector
velocity span (BVS) (Queloz et al. 2001) versus RV dia-
gram shows a vertical spread on the 2018 observations and
our last epoch shows sinusoidal variations over one hour
(see Figure 2). Such a short timescale indicates that the
HF variations are due to pulsations rather than magnetic
activity. Additionally, vertical (BVS,RV) spread also indi-
cates pulsations rather than spots because spots usually
produce a correlation between RV and BVS (see examples
in Lagrange et al. (2009, 2013)).
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Fig. 2: HD 206893 RV variations on JD 2458249.
A linear regression gives a slope of 92 m/s/yr for the
trend. However, because of the very poor data sampling in
2017, coupled with high amplitude stellar variations, the
slope is not well constrained. Binning the RV would also
lead to a poor estimation of the slope.
To better constrain the slope of the trend, we used a
genetic algorithm that fits the RV variations with a sum
of 3 sine functions with periods between 0.5 an 2 days to
fit the pulsations plus a linear slope to fit the long-term
RV variations and an offset to account for the fact that
the RV are relative to a reference spectrum (Galland et al.
2005). Fitting three sine function components provides a
good overall fit without over-fitting. We used 500 different
seeds to estimate the uncertainties associated with the fit.
We obtained a median slope of 87+16−14 m/s/yr and a median
offset of 1+0.17−0.15 km s
−1. Given the resulting (offset, slope)
distribution, we can associate to each date a distribution of
RV with a linear model. We present this RV distribution in
Figure 3. Our RV observations fit broadly into three distinct
time epochs. For each of these epochs, we estimated the
corresponding RV of the drift and its 1− 2σ errorbar from
the median of the RV distribution and its 1−2σ limits at the
mean date of the epoch. The resulting RVs are presented in
red in Figure 3. We use these RVs in the rest of the study.
4. Direct imaging astrometry
To constrain the orbital parameters of the BD we fit the as-
trometry of the companion using a Bayesian approach. We
used the model described in Bonnefoy et al. (2014) based
on the six orbital parameters to compute the astrometric
position of the companion. This model was implemented
into the likelihood function used by the python implemen-
tation of the Affine Invariant Markov chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) Ensemble sampler emcee (Foreman-Mackey et al.
2013; Goodman & Weare 2010). We describe the parame-
ters and our priors in Appendix E.1.
We present the results of the MCMC run in Figure A.1,
and the 1−2σ intervals in Table 4. At the end of the MCMC
run, the median reduced χ2 of the chain is 1.1, with a stan-
dard deviation of 0.4, ensuring that the data are well fit by
the model. We find a period consistent within 1σ with 27 yr
period estimated by Delorme et al. (2017); in our results P
is in the range 21 − 33 yr. The orbit is most likely eccen-
tric, between 0 and 0.5, and has a maximum of probability
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Fig. 3: RV drifts solutions deduced from the fit of the pul-
sations (blue) and deduced RV (red). The original RV are
plotted in black.
at 0.37. We find an inclination in the range 20 − 41◦ from
pole-on, which is consistent with the inclination of the disk,
i.e., iDisk = 40± 10◦, and the inclination of the equatorial
plane of the star, i.e., i∗ = 30 ± 5◦. The orbit of the BD
is then likely coplanar with the disk and in the equatorial
plane of its host star. We note a strong degeneracy between
period and inclination. We also find a degeneracy between
inclination and eccentricity and between the period and ec-
centricity. We do not discriminate between extended and
inclined circular orbits and shorter, eccentric and close to
pole-on orbits.
Parameter 1σ interval 2σ interval
P (yr) 21 33 19 41
TP (yr) −7 −0.3 −14 7.7
e 0.08 0.38 0.01 0.42
i (◦) 139 160 134 171
Ω (◦) Max at 255 mod 180
ω (◦) Max at 55 mod 180
Table 4: 1σ and 2σ intervals of the orbital parameters of
HD 206893 B estimated by the MCMC on the companion
astrometry alone.
5. Direct imaging astrometry and RV analysis
To constrain the dynamical mass of the BD, we assumed
that the observed companion was responsible for the RV
drift then fit the combined RV, presented in Section 3, and
direct imaging data with a MCMC. Our approach is similar
to that used by Bonnefoy et al. (2014) on β Pic b. We used
the six orbital parameters, the mass of the BD, and an offset
in the RV in our orbital fit. This model was implemented
into the likelihood function of our MCMC. We describe the
parameters and our priors in Appendix E.2.
We present the results of the MCMC run in Appendix
B. At the end of the MCMC run, the median reduced χ2
of the chain is 1.1, with a standard deviation of 0.4, ensur-
ing that the data are well fit by the model. We find similar
orbital parameters compared to the fit on the astrometric
position of the companion alone. The dynamical mass is
now constrained, essentially between 60 and 720 MJ (2σ)
with a maximum of probability at 140 MJ. This mass is in-
compatible at 2σ with the 12−50 MJ mass inferred from its
observed photometry and spectra by Delorme et al. (2017).
6. Direct imaging astrometry, RV, and star proper
motion analysis
The proper motion induced by HD 206893 B during Hip-
parcos and Gaia observations should be consistent with the
difference between the proper motion measured by Hippar-
cos and Gaia and the barycenter proper motion. The Hip-
parcos and Gaia measurements provide mass constraints
complementary to those from the RV observations, as the
observed proper motion traces the tangential velocity of
the star induced by the BD. Hipparcos and Gaia astrome-
try also yields information on the orientation of the orbit
and is thus complementary to direct imaging astrometry as
well.
None of the solutions at the end of the MCMC on the
companion relative astrometry and RV fit Hipparcos or
Gaia measurements in right ascension and declination, as
the amplitude of the tangential velocity is too high (see
Figure B.3).
We add the model to compute the proper motion in-
duced by the companion and the reference proper motion
in the likelihood function of the MCMC (see Appendix D.3
and D.2). We describe the parameters and our priors in
Appendix E.3. Then, we run the MCMC with the direct
imaging astrometric data, the three RV epochs presented
in Section 3 and the proper motion measured by Hipparcos
and Gaia. The results are presented in Appendix C. At the
end of the MCMC run, the median reduced χ2 of the chain
is 3.4; the standard deviation is 0.5, which is significantly
worse than the results on relative astrometry and RV. The
median χ2 on the RV data is six times higher than for the
solutions of the MCMC on the direct imaging astrometry
and RV. We find a mass of 10+5−4 MJ, which is consistent at
1σ with the mass inferred from the photometry and spectra
of HD 206893 B by Delorme et al. (2017); this result favors
the hypothesis of young ages. This indicates that Hipparcos
and Gaia are probing the dynamical influence of the BDs
but not the RVs.
However, the median χ2 on the companion astrometry
is slightly worse than for the solutions of the MCMC on
the direct imaging alone, but not significantly. Moreover,
Hipparcos and Gaia proper motion are well fitted except
for the Gaia proper motion in RA that is not fitted because
the HD 206893 B tangential velocity contribution in RA was
null during Gaia observations. We also find longer periods,
P between 35 and 54 years with a maximum at 39 years,
which are only consistent at 2 − σ with the periods found
in Section 4. Adding Hipparcos and Gaia constraints favors
lower eccentricities, with a maximum at 0.14, and orbits
misaligned with the star equator plane, about i = 45+3−3
from pole-on. In order to fit Hipparcos and Gaia data, the
MCMC selected results that fit the companion astrometry
less well and therefore were discarded by the MCMC done
in Section 4 and 5, which shows that Hipparcos and Gaia
data do not probe the dynamical influence of the BD only.
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7. Discussion
Assuming that the RV drift in the RV of HD 206893 is
due to HD 206893 B leads to a mass that is incompatible
at 2σ with the 12− 50 MJ mass inferred from its observed
photometry and spectra by Delorme et al. (2017) and with
Hipparcos and Gaia proper motion measurements.
An additional inner body that would contribute signifi-
cantly to the observed RV drift and the tangential velocity
in RA is needed. Its orbital period should be larger than
our time baseline of 1.6 yr (1.4 au). We used the following
formula from Lazzoni et al. (2018) for the width of the
chaotic zone around a planet to estimate the third body’s
semimajor axis acrit beyond which the system is not stable:
acrit = aB(1− eB)(1− 1.8(µeB) 15 ), (1)
where aB is the first companion semimajor axis, eB is its
eccentricity, and µ is the mass ratio of the first compan-
ion to the star. Using the characteristics of HD 206893
AB estimated by Delorme et al. (2017), M∗ = 1.32 M,
Mc = 22 MJ, e = 0.31 and aB between 8 and 10 au, we
obtain a critical semimajor axis between 2.1 and 2.6 au,
which corresponds to periods between 3 and 4 yr and to an
angular separation on the sky between 50 and 60 mas. The
critical semimajor axis can be underestimated because the
presence of the inner companion induces a wobble of the
host star, which produces a bias on the relative positions
of the BD toward the host star and thus produces a bias
on the eccentricity of its orbit (Pearce et al. 2014). To con-
strain the properties of the inner body, we used a MCMC
to fit the RV alone with a sinusoid (e = 0) and for the in-
clination of the star: i = 30◦ from pole-on, leaving free the
phase, mass of the second companion, and period between
1.6 and 4 yr. The fit converges to a mass of 15 MJ. Such a
mass would lead to a contrast lower than 10−4 in the near
infrared. Given the expected contrast and the upper limit
on the separation, it is not possible to detect this body with
VLT SPHERE. This third body can be compatible with the
Hipparcos and Gaia constraint as its period is close to their
time baseline; the impact of this third body on the proper
motion of the star is then averaged.
Hipparcos and Gaia data imply a dynamical mass of
10+5−4 MJ for HD 206893 B. This low mass is compatible
with an age for the system lower than 50 Myr. Its probabil-
ity of membership to the Argus association is higher than
previously estimated. It would also explain the low lumi-
nosity of the BD compared to the models and its redness
reported by Delorme et al. (2017). However, we note that
this mass can be under or overestimated as the presence of
the second companion could impact on the star tangential
velocity. More RV and direct imaging data are needed to
further constrain both companions of HD 206893 system.
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Appendix A: MCMC results on direct imaging astrometry
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Fig. A.1: Estimated probability distributions of the orbital parameters HD 206893 B obtained with the direct imaging
astrometry data.
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Fig. A.2: HD 206893 B orbit solutions at the end of the
MCMC on the direct imaging astrometry alone (black)
compared to the observations (red).
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Appendix B: MCMC results on direct imaging astrometry and RV
P (yr) = 24.19+7.134.34
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Fig. B.1: Estimated probability distributions of the orbital parameters and RV parameters of HD 206893 B obtained
with direct imaging astrometry data, and the RV drift estimated from the fit of the pulsations described in Section 3.
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Fig. B.2: HD 206893 B orbit and RV solutions at the end of the MCMC on direct imaging astrometry and RV (black)
compared to the observations (red).
Fig. B.3: HD 206893 B tangential velocity corresponding to the solutions at the end of the MCMC on direct imag-
ing astrometry and RV (black) compared to the proper motion measured by Hipparcos and Gaia after removing the
photocenter proper motion measured by Hipparcos and Gaia, presented at the mean time of their observations (red).
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Appendix C: MCMC results on direct imaging astrometry, RV, and proper motion
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Fig. C.1: Same as Figure B.1 adding proper motion constraints as described in Section 2.3.
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Fig. C.2: HD 206893 B orbit and RV solutions at the end of the MCMC on direct imaging astrometry, RV, and proper
motion (black) compared to the observations (red).
Fig. C.3: HD 206893 B tangential velocity solutions at the end of the MCMC on direct imaging astrometry, RV, and
proper motion (black) compared to the proper motion measured by Hipparcos and Gaia after removing the photocenter
proper motion measured by Hipparcos and Gaia, presented at the mean time of their observations (red).
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Appendix D: Hipparcos and Gaia data exploitation
Appendix D.1: Hipparcos and Gaia data correction
We used Hipparcos-2 (van Leeuwen 2007) and Gaia DR2
(Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018) proper motion and posi-
tion measurements of HD 206893 for our analysis. First we
verified that both Hipparcos and Gaia 5-parameter solu-
tions are well behaved for HD 206893. The goodness of fit
parameter F2 is 0.71 for the Hipparcos reduction and the
renormalized unit weight error1 (Hereafter ruwe) is 1.1 for
Gaia, which ensures that the five-parameter solutions are
relevant.
Then we corrected the Hipparcos and Gaia proper mo-
tions measures from systematics. The global rotation be-
tween the Gaia and Hipparcos proper motions, which takes
into account systematics on both sides (Lindegren et al.
2018), was corrected for wX = −0.011, wY = 0.265, wZ =
0.127. We quadratically added an extra error of 0.5 mas/yr
on Hipparcos proper motion errors and we rescaled the Gaia
DR2 proper motion errors and the errors on the proper mo-
tion deduced from the difference of position by a factor 1.4.
The rotations and errors inflations have been derived from
the distributions of well behaved Gaia DR2 and Hippar-
cos sources (e.g., sources not already flagged as binaries in
Simbad, with an Hipparcos |F2| < 5, a Gaia ruwe < 1.4
and proper motions compatible within 5σ). However, un-
resolved binaries are still expected to be present with this
selection and our error inflations are therefore conservative.
Appendix D.2: Barycenter proper motion determination
To compute the proper motion of the barycenter of the sys-
tem we must correct the proper motion deduced from the
difference of position between Hipparcos and gaia measure-
ments (photocenter proper motion) by the effect of the star
position induced by the companion.
The position of the star induced by the companion com-
pared to the barycenter of the system on the sky at a time
t is
X∗(t) = −Xc(t) ∗ Mc
(Mc +M∗)d
Y∗(t) = −Yc(t) ∗ Mc
(Mc +M∗)d
,
where Xc(t) and Yc(t) are the coordinates of the com-
panion on the sky in DEC and RA, respectively, Mc and
M∗ are the mass of the companion and mass of the star; d
is the distance of the star in pc.
As the measurements of Hipparcos and Gaia DR2 are
each based on a two-year timespan, we computed the mean
of the positions induced by the companion compared to the
barycenter of the system over the corresponding timespans.
We used the times of Hipparcos observations available in
the Hipparcos-2 catalog (van Leeuwen 2007). The specific
times of observations of Gaia are not published yet. We
then took 62 times that were equally spaced between the
start and the end of Gaia measurements, i.e., 25 July 2014
1 https://www.cosmos.esa.int/web/gaia/
dr2-known-issues
and 23 May 2016, respectively (Gaia Collaboration et al.
2018).
The barycenter proper motion is then
µRARef = µ
RA
HG −
< Y∗ >G − < Y∗ >H
< tHipp > − < tGaia >
µDECRef = µ
DEC
HG −
< X∗ >G − < X∗ >H
< tHipp > − < tGaia >.
Appendix D.3: Proper motion induced by the companion
model
We present our model to compute the proper motion in-
duced by the companion at Hipparcos and Gaia measure-
ment. First, we computed the orbital speed of the compan-
ion in the plane of its orbit at a time t (in au/yr) as follows:
V Xc (t) = − 2pia
2 sinE
Pr(t)
V Yc (t) =
2pia2 cosE
Pr(t)
√
(1− e2),
where P is the period in year, a the semimajor axis in
au, the eccentricity e, and the eccentric anomaly E of the
orbit.
The orbital speed is then projected on the plane of the
sky as follows:
V RAc (t) = V
X
c (t) ∗ (cosω sin Ω + sinω cos i cos Ω)
+ V Yc (t) ∗ (− sinω sin Ω + cosω cos i cos Ω)
V DECc (t) = V
X
c (t) ∗ (cosω cos Ω− sinω cos i sin Ω)
+ V Yc (t) ∗ (− sinω cos Ω− cosω cos i sin Ω),
where ω is the argument of periapsis in radian, Ω the
longitude of the ascending node in radian, and i the incli-
nation of the orbit in radian.
Finally, the star proper motion induced by the compan-
ion in as/yr is
µRA∗ (t) = −V RAc (t) ∗
Mc
(Mc +M∗)d
µDEC∗ (t) = −V DECc (t) ∗
Mc
(Mc +M∗)d
,
where Mc and M∗ are the mass of the companion and
the mass of the star and d is the distance of the star in pc.
As the measurements of Hipparcos and Gaia DR2 are
each based on a two-year timespan we computed the mean
of the theoretical proper motions over the corresponding
timespans.
We used the times of Hipparcos observations available in
the Hipparcos-2 catalog (van Leeuwen 2007). The specific
times of observations of Gaia are not published yet. We
then took 62 times that were equally spaced between the
start and the end of Gaia measurements, i.e., 25 July 2014
and 23 May 2016, respectively (Gaia Collaboration et al.
2018).
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Appendix E: MCMC inputs
Appendix E.1: MCMC on the direct imaging astrometry
Wemodeled the observations by a Keplerian orbit projected
on the sky. The likelihood function is a centered and re-
duced Gaussian of the χ2 function between the model and
the observations. The logarithm of our likelihood function
is
lnL = −1
2
(
NDI∑
i=1
(
yDIi − fDIi (X)
σDIi
)2)
,
where y are the observations, σ their corresponding vari-
ances, andf(X) the model for parameters X.
To facilitate the convergence of the MCMC we chose the
following parameters:
– logP : the decimal logarithm of the period in years;
– fTP : a factor for which the time at the periastron is
computed, i.e., TP = fTP ∗P . In this study the TP is in
years and corresponds to the closest periastron passage
from the first direct imaging epoch;
– e: the eccentricity;
– i: the inclination in radian, 0◦ and 90◦ correspond to
pole-on and edge-on orbit, respectively;
– Ω: the longitude of the ascending node in radian;
– ω: the argument of periapsis in radian.
We used the same model as Bonnefoy et al. (2014), which
works on a combination of the parameters presented above.
We used uniform priors in the following intervals:
– 0.5 < logP ≤ 3;
– −0.5 ≤ fTP ≤ 0.5;
– 0 < e < 1;
– −2pi < Ω < 2pi;
– 0 < ω < 4pi.
Elsewhere, the prior is null. For the inclination, we took
a prior that is the product of a uniform prior in cos(i) and
a uniform prior in inclination in the range 0 < i < pi.
Appendix E.2: MCMC on the direct imaging astrometry and
RV
We added to the model a Keplerian in RV to model both the
astrometry of the companion and the RV. The likelihood
function becomes
lnL =− 1
2
(
NRV∑
i=1
(
yRVi − fRVi (X)
σRVi
)2
+
NDI∑
i=1
(
yDIi − fDIi (X)
σDIi
)2)
,
where y are the observations, σ their corresponding vari-
ances, andf(X) the model for parameters X.
To facilitate the convergence of the MCMC we chose
additional parameters as
– Mc: the mass of the companion in MJ;
– fV0 : a factor for which the offset in RV are computed,
V0 = fV0 ∗ K(Mc, P, e), with K the semi-amplitude of
the RV.
We used the same model as Bonnefoy et al. (2014), which
works on a combination of the parameters presented above.
We used uniform priors for the additional parameters in
the following intervals:
– 1 < Mc ≤ 1000
– −1 ≤ fV0 ≤ 1.
Elsewhere, the prior is null.
Appendix E.3: MCMC on the direct imaging astrometry and
RV and proper motion
We added to the model the tangential velocity model de-
scribed in D.3 and the barycenter proper motion model
described in D.2 to fit the difference between the proper
motion measured by Hipparcos and Gaia and the barycen-
ter proper motion. The likelihood becomes
lnL = −1
2
(
NRV∑
i=1
(
yRVi − fRVi (X)
σRVi
)2
+
NDI∑
i=1
(
yDIi − fDIi (X)
σDIi
)2
+
(
(yHG − yHGref )− fHG(X)√
σ2HG + σ
2
HG,ref
)2)
,
where y are the observations, σ their corresponding vari-
ances, and f(X) the model for parameters X.
We used the parameters and prior described in Ap-
pendix E.2.
Appendix E.4: Description of the MCMC runs
We used emcee with the prior and likelihood function as
described in Appendix E.1 and Appendix E.2.
In order to facilitate the convergence, we ran two
MCMC for each analysis described in Sections 1, 5 and
6. We ran the first MCMC with 100 walkers that were ini-
tialized randomly with a uniform probability distribution
for each parameter in the intervals of their prior for 100 000
iterations. Then a second MCMC was performed with 100
walkers initialized with a uniform probability distribution
for each parameter in the intervals where the majority of
the walkers of the first run were converging. This approach
permits us to check the uniqueness of the solution.
To ensure convergence, as our problem show a multi-
modal posterior, we verified that the number of iterations
was greater than ten times the autocorrelation time of the
chain for each parameters (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013).
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